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speeding Up
Closings
by
Richard A. Patterson

The need for timely financial information by decision making executives and the urgency of communicating periodic as well as annual results of operations
to shareholders and other interested parties is well
recognized. These requirements have placed an increasing responsibility on financial management to
speed up the information system. The purpose of this
article is to discuss Certain techniques that have
proven helpful in accelerating the closing of the books
and preparation of financial and other operating reports.
The most important single factor contributing to
faster closings while attaining the desired level of
accuracy is a strong system of internal control coupled
with well organized and documented accounting policies and procedures. The first step for a company
embarking on a "speed-up" program is a re-evaluation
of those factors influencing the capabilities of the
accounting system with corrective action taken where
necessary.
Tighten Up the Accounting

Procedures

One of the most important of these factors is the
standardization of the accounting system. Preprinted
standard journal entries should be utilized to insure
that all entries are recorded and to reduce routine
clerical effort. Standard charts of accounts and pre2

printed standard trial balances should be developed.
This is even more important in a multi-unit company
where the consolidation process is time consuming.
It is also helpful to maintain individual divisions, plants,
or subsidiary companies on a consistent accounting
basis without regard for changes in tax laws, etc. Most
changes necessitated by tax considerations can be
made on a consolidated basis instead of at local levels
with attendant re-training and other complications.
The number of general ledger accounts should be
kept at a minimum with liberalized use of subsidiary
ledgers. Although the subsidiary ledgers should be
retained on a permanent basis, they do not necessarily have to be formal ledgers, but could consist of
handwritten work papers. This approach reduces the
number of journal entries to be written, speeds up
posting and balancing, and allows several people to
work on various aspects of the ledgers simultaneously.
Another technique for reduction of clerical time and
effort is rounding. Although there are some general
ledger accounts such as Receivables and Payables
which generally are recorded to the penny, many accounts (and related journal entries) can be rounded
to the nearest dollar, reducing the number of digits to
be written and balanced by a considerable percentage.
In large companies many reports can be rounded to
the nearest thousand or ten thousands.
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A d d i t i o n a l techniques that will aid in speeding
the

closing

include

handwritten

worksheet

up

reports

is shown in Exhibits A and B. It is a simple d e v i c e that
insures

asking

the

questions

contained

in the

old

that can be issued in place of t i m e - c o n s u m i n g t y p e -

newspaper axiom " w h o , what, w h e n , w h e r e , how, and

written or printed reports. Also, many a c c o u n t i n g re-

w h y " ; questions that management must answer to es-

ports are unnecessarily delayed until all ledgers and

tablish priorities effectively.

subsidiary ledgers are b a l a n c e d . All reports need not

The first p r o c e d u r e in using the table is to list the

agree exactly with ledger a c c o u n t s in order to be ef-

reports presently p r e p a r e d , the distribution of the re-

fective. Consider the case of c o m p a n i e s w h i c h have

ports, and the date of distribution. Next, management

detailed budgets for administrative expenses. Devia-

should be interviewed to determine w h o actually utili-

tions from budget can be analyzed and reported as

lizes the information and the critical i m p o r t a n c e in-

soon

Management

volved. At the same time, the a c c o u n t a n t s h o u l d be

wants to act only on these major deviations and can

prepared to advise management on other information

do

available for decision making and to question whether

as the

so

information

effectively

is

available.

even t h o u g h

the

reports

may

be

slightly out of balance w i t h the ledger.
A

formal

printed

controller's

or

information not presently generated w o u l d be helpful.
accounting

pro-

The results that can be expected from the construc-

cedure manual is invaluable since it will enable per-

tion and use of an " u r g e n c y t a b l e " are often startling

sonnel to handle routine items in an expeditious man-

and in general can be summarized as f o l l o w s :

ner and save important time for decisions with respect

1. Many reports c o u l d be condensed or s u m m a r i z e d

to unusual transactions. Significant amounts of time

eliminating the a c c o u n t i n g effort involved in preparing

may be saved by d e t e r m i n i n g the f r e q u e n c y of a c c o u n t

detail reports.

analyses. Often, analyses and related w o r k i n g papers

2. Certain executives may have no use for informa-

that are prepared monthly may be c o m p l e t e d at less

tion they receive. The profusion of reports and univer-

frequent intervals with no substantial decrease in in-

sal distribution may actually waste valuable manage-

ternal control and accuracy. The a c c o u n t i n g

ment time.

manual

and closing schedule should set forth the frequency
of this type of work.

3. Information

that

executives

feel

imperative

to

proper decision making may not be available or, if
available, may be in unrecognizable f o r m .

Evaluate

Present

Information

4. Executives may not be aware of the type of vital

The second step of almost equal importance is to
being

5. In many cases it will be found that certain pe-

One of the major reasons management re-

riodic reports should be prepared more or less fre-

evaluate the information and reports presently
generated.
ceives

information that c o u l d be made available,,

out-of-date

information

is the

desire

of

the

quently than they have been and some reports may not

financial department to provide all things to all men.
Often vital

information

is held up until a

complete

monthly report can be p r i n t e d . The key d e c i s i o n is to
identify

those

reports that are absolutely

necessary

for intelligent d e c i s i o n making and gear the closing
t o w a r d providing this information. This should be acc o m p l i s h e d in three distinct steps:
1. Determine what information is needed, by w h o m ,
and establish priorities.

Richard A Patterson

2. Design the information system to meet the p r i o r i ties.
3. Establish a formal closing calendar.
A helpful technique for determining required information is to construct an " u r g e n c y t a b l e " to review
information

requirements

with

management

and

es-

tablish w h i c h reports are r e q u i r e d , by w h o m , and in
what priority. A brief e x a m p l e of an " u r g e n c y t a b l e "
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S A M P L E U R G E N C Y TABLE

EXHIBIT

A

When

Who Needs
Additions or
Deletions

Comments

Actually
Needed

Information Presently Supplied

Present
Distribution

Present
Distribution

Gross Margin Analysis By
Product Line

All Corp.Officers

Distribute to only
Group 1

10th working day

Weekly by sales
manager. 20th
working day by
remainder of
Group 1.

Could be prepared weekly if
report could cover only those
lines providing 80% of sales.

Statement of Changes in
Working Capital

All who receive
officers book

Some quarterly,
none monthly

20th of the month

Quarterly

Information replaced by daily
treasurer's report, monthly
receivable reports, and
monthly inventory status
reports.

Daily departmental labor efficiency

N/A (Supplied
Monthly)

Gen. Mgr., Plant
Superintendent,
Gen. Foreman,
Departmental
Foreman

N/A

Daily for preceding
day

Could be obtained by key
punching daily production
reports and time tickets.
Would provide check on
monthly efficiency reports
in addition.

Weekly indirect labor variance

N/A (Supplied
Monthly)

(Same as Above)

N/A

Monday for preceding
week

Would be better if report only
contained categories varying
from budgets by 10%.

Information That Should Be Supplied
(Not Presently Available or in
Unusable Form)

EXHIBIT B

SAMPLE URGENCY TABLE

WORKING
Information Available

1

2

3

4

5

6

DAYS

7

8

9

Preliminary:
Account Balances
Trial Balance
Profit and Loss Statement

•«- —

Balance Sheet
Performance Statistics*
Selective Analyses*

Final:
Account Balances
Trial Balance
Profit and Loss Statement
Balance Sheet

(Based on ( elayed p eliminary closing,
may not ne ed final ( losing.)

Performance Statistics*
Selective Analyses*

In actual practice, these categories would be listed in detail.
Some items will be needed daily or weekly, some less frequently.
^

Present reports available from date indicated by arrow.

~«

When needed, based on "urgency table" survey.

,

10

11

12

is to construct a network diagram working back from
the due dates of various reports listed in the "urgency
table." A simple network example is illustrated in
Exhibit C. In actual practice the network would be
considerably more complex because of numerous additional jobs that are necessarily performed and because the individual elements in the boxes take varying amounts of time for completion. The actual diagram should show, in sequence, the jobs to be
performed and the tjme required. It will then indicate
the critical path (the sequence of those tasks of which
the delay of any one will delay the final closing) and
will highlight bottlenecks. A network diagram will also
show functions that could be delayed without retarding
the final closing and a degree of flexibility will thus be
achieved. The action to eliminate bottlenecks or to
provide a cushion on the critical path is, of course, as
varied as different organizations; however, several
methods are frequently used.

be needed at all. Frequently, special reports initiated
in the past because of particular operating problems
continue to be generated, perhaps on a priority basis,
when their usefulness has diminished or disappeared.
The information system should be structured to
provide certain types of top priority information, such
as sales dollars, on a "flash report" basis which may
be independent of the normal accounting system.
Additional flexibility can be obtained if management
accepts the principle of exception reporting. This will
permit more rapid reporting of information indicating
that action should be taken since the preparation of
reports that reflect operations within control limits
could be delayed without harmful consequences.
Analyzing the Closing Procedures
After
whom,
design
ments.

determining what information is needed, by
and the priorities involved, the next step is to
the information system to achieve the requireOne approach that has been found satisfactory

1. Additional manpower or overtime may be utilized
EXHIBIT C

SAMPLE NETWORK DIAGRAM
PROPOSED CLOSING SCHEDULE
WORKING

DAYS

Profit &
Loss

Final
Transmittal &
Adjusting
Entries

Balance
Sheet

—

Preliminary
Reports
From
Plants

Retained
Earnings
Statement

Final
Reports
From
Plants

j
I
I
>-

"Flash"
Profit
and
Loss

j
i

Performance
Statistics
Sales
and
Income
Data

—J

I
|
H
|
I

[_

i
"Flash"
Balance
Sheet

I
I

I

Cash
Position

L
I
J

I

I

Net

i
!

Sales
and
InJome
Data

Performance
Statistics
and
Reports

Worth
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to accomplish the task so that final reports are not delayed beyond the date needed.
2. A job that delays the entire closing may be moved
forward. An example of this would be an earlier cutoff on accounts payable utilizing an estimate of unrecorded trade liabilities.
3. Developing information in a different format or
from a different source may enable the closing schedule to surmount a bottleneck. An example of this would
be the preparation of a customer delinquency report
by computer based on overdue payments. This would
be supplemented by the normal aged trial balance at a
later date.
Once the "urgency table" is finalized and the network diagram analyzed to eliminate bottlenecks, the
next step is establishing a formal closing calendar in
terms of work days indicating the dates for completion
of certain tasks. The effectiveness of such a calendar
is limited unless a feedback system is designed to insure that corrective action is taken at the time a critical
calendar due date is missed or, better yet, before the
date is missed.
A major impetus to accelerating the information system has come with the increasing use of computers.
The ability to retrieve and process information electronically in extremely short periods of time has provided another tool for management's use in obtaining
information on a current basis. The mere presence of
a computer installation does not automatically accelerate the date by which management receives
vitally needed information. The techniques previously
discussed are still valid because to a great extent the
computer is substituting for clerical effort.
Interim Closings
Internal reporting is required throughout the year,
while reporting to stockholders and other outside parties takes place usually only at the end of each quarter.
Recognizing these needs and the constant effort that
must be made to provide decision-making executives
with current financial information, a two-phase closing
can many times be used to speed up the flow of such
information. Some companies utilize a two-phase closing with the second phase being used only in those
months that coincide with the end of a quarter or when
external reporting is required. For internal uses, 100%
accuracy is not always required (accounting is not
that precise) and sufficient reliance can many times
be placed on the use of estimates for internal report6

ing. For example, a company with relatively constant
labor costs can estimate the labor costs for the final
few days of the month that may fall in a pay period of
the following month, rather than await the information
from the payroll department. By such means a phaseone closing can be accomplished in less time and yet
provide internal management with reasonably accurate
information.
For internal reporting, a company may wish to use
only the information generated in this phase-one closing each month. In those months where external reporting is a requirement, a second formal closing can
be used where additional adjustments and accruals
can be recorded to reflect the greater degree of accuracy required.
The average expired time before an effective interim
closing is completed usually runs from about ten to
fifteen working days after the close of the period.
Modern techniques and the application of oldfashioned ingenuity should be concentrated toward
reducing this time lapse —five working days would
appear to be a reasonable goal with more urgently
needed information supplied even more rapidly.
Year-End Closing
The most important closing is undoubtedly at yearend when the closing is complicated by the necessity
of obtaining more detailed and complete information
for tax and annual report purposes.
Speeding up the year-end closing calls for a close
relationship between the company and the certified
public accountant. The CPA can make a positive contribution in a number of areas. First, assuming an adequate system of internal control with effective accounting systems and procedures, much of the audit work
can be conducted at interim periods. It is obvious that
work shifted from after year-end to before year-end
can result in a more rapid closing. Typical examples
of interim audit techniques include: interim physical
inventory, confirmation of accounts receivable, review
of miscellaneous asset and liability accounts, and tests
of transactions in the property accounts. In the case
of multi-plant or division companies, complete audits
at certain locations may be carried out at interim periods. If a company has foreign subsidiaries, it is often
possible to arrange for the fiscal year of such subsidiaries to end a month or two before the parent's
annual closing. Of all the examples cited, probably the
use of an interim physical inventory can save most
THE QUARTERLY

time. The work of taking, compiling, pricing, and
checking a physical inventory is generally the most
time-consuming feature of the annual closing, and if
this must be completed after year-end, it generally
will prevent acceleration of the closing date.
A second area in which the CPA can assist the company in speeding up the year-end closing is in encouraging management to increase the extent of their
participation in the year-end audit. Theoretically, the
ideal situation would be achieved if all detailed working papers and account analyses were prepared by
company personnel for review and verification by the
CPA. In larger companies these detailed working
papers and analyses should be standardized so that
consolidations can be made without undue effort and
rearrangement. Many companies are progressing
toward this point and experience has indicated a substantial accelerating effect on the closing schedule.
This procedure can also have the desirable effect of
reducing the audit fee. To accomplish this goal, a
closing schedule should be prepared in conjunction
with the auditors, indicating the various dates at which
a certain degree of progress must be attained in order
to meet the final closing date. The schedule should
indicate the work to be performed, i.e., account analyses, inventory valuation studies, etc.; the person
responsible for completing the work; and the date to
be completed. It is apparent that much preplanning is
required to maximize the benefit of such a schedule
and to provide alternative plans if the schedule is not
maintained. Planning is also necessary to insure that
all items required for various external reports, including reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission, are included. Preparation of a closing schedule
can have the additional benefit of highlighting critical
bottlenecks so that additional manpower or rescheduling can eliminate the problem.
As a part of the advance planning for year-end closing, standard audit schedules should be prepared covering trial balances, profit and loss statements,
expense statements, reconciliations of profit, depreciation, labor and benefits, capital summaries or any
other schedules which include data that must eventually be consolidated. The schedules should be accompanied by a procedure which clearly outlines how
they are to be prepared. Complete definitions of line
items, expense categories, etc. should be included to
assure uniformity of reporting.
In larger companies, the use of internal auditors or
S E P T E M B E R , 1967

other qualified accountants under supervision of the
CPA to perform reviews of detailed financial information subject to review and verification by the CPA can
also speed up the closing. Examples of this would
include: (1) review of branch inventory compilations
and reconciliations and testings of the arithmetic accuracy of totals and extensions, (2) assignment of
complete examinations of smaller divisions or subsidiaries to the internal auditors in alternate years, (3)
review of internal audit reports for potential reduction of audit tests and, (4) collaboration with the internal audit department early in the year to establish
an annual program that is compatible with the CPA
audit objective.
A third area where the CPA can assist his client in
speeding up the annual closing involves a close relationship with management throughout the year. Accounting treatment of unusual transactions or changes
in financial statement format should be discussed
when they arise and agreement between management
and the CPA should be reached before year-end. This
recurring consultation has become even more important because of various opinions issued by the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, which generally set forth
the acceptable accounting principle for the specific
problem. Since many of the opinions relate to areas
of accounting where alternative treatments have been
acceptable in the past, the impact of the opinions on
a company's accounting policies should be the subject of the earliest possible discussion.
A fourth area where the conduct of the audit can
affect the speed and reliability of the year-end closing
involves the early review and evaluation of the system
of internal control, data processing and accounting
procedures. This phase of the audit examination can,
and frequently does, result in identification of bottlenecks and other procedural weaknesses. Implementation of the CPA's recommendations can result in faster,
more accurate closings. The review of the system of
internal control frequently includes flow charting the
accounting system. A careful review of the flow charts
might well indicate the areas where additional planning would succeed in achieving a more rapid closing.
As previously indicated, preparation of network diagrams for use in analyzing the closing process is a
valuable technique. If flow charts have been prepared
by the CPA, they could well serve as the starting point
for such a project.
7

Summary
The responsibility for providing more rapid dissemination of critical financial information is properly
placed on the financial executive. The key to discharging this responsibility is adequate administrative planning. Some of the techniques to support this planning
have been discussed and their use can be of benefit
in implementing the decision to speed up closings.
Two distinct objectives emerge as primary considerations. First is the need for advising management, on
a timely basis, of those facts needed for intelligent
decision making. These may include budget variance
reports, flash reports of sales, costs, profits and related performance statistics and other pertinent data.

More New

The need for extreme accuracy is not as great for
these internal reports, and a two-phase closing procedure can be adopted to provide more accurate data
in a relatively short time after the end of the period.
The second objective is the formal closing of the
books and the preparation of detailed financial statements for internal use as well as for stockholders,
governmental bodies, etc. Accuracy is paramount as
these become the official historical records of the
company; nevertheless, constant effort must be made
to speed the ultimate closing while maintaining the
accuracy of recorded data. This can best be achieved
by administrative planning in the development of the
management information system.
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